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Abstract—This paper presents a new method for estimating the non-
stationary noise power spectral density given a noisy signal. The 
method is based on averaging the noisy speech power spectrum using 
time and frequency dependent smoothing factors. These factors are 
adjusted based on signal-presence probability in individual frequency 
bins.  Signal presence is determined by computing the ratio of the 
noisy speech power spectrum to its local minimum, which is updated 
continuously by averaging past values of the noisy speech power 
spectra with a look-ahead factor. This method adapts very quickly to 
highly non-stationary noise environments. The proposed method 
achieves significant improvements over a system that uses voice 
activity detector (VAD) in noise estimation. 

Keywords—Noise estimation, Non-stationary noise, Speech 
enhancement.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

N most speech enhancement algorithms, it is assumed that an 
estimate of the noise spectrum is available. But the performance of 

the speech enhancement algorithms, quality of the enhanced speech 
signal is depends upon the noise estimation.  If noise estimate is too 
low, annoying residual noise will be audible, while if the noise 
estimate is too high, speech will be distorted resulting possibly in 
intelligibility loss. The simplest approach is to estimate and update 
the noise spectrum during the speech pauses of the signal using a 
VAD algorithm [1]. Although such an approach might work 
satisfactorily in stationary noise, it will not work well in more 
realistic environments where the spectral characteristics of the noise 
might be changing constantly. Hence there is a need to update the 
noise spectrum continuously over time and this can be done using 
noise-estimation algorithms. Several noise estimation algorithms 
have been proposed for speech enhancement applications [2-5]. 
These noise estimation methods do not adapt quickly to increasing 
noise levels. The noise estimate was updated by tracking the noise 
only regions of the noisy speech spectrum. The noise only regions are 
tracked based on VAD. In this paper, noise estimation is improved in 
the following aspects: update of the noise estimate without explicit 
VAD, estimate of speech presence probability exploiting the 
correlation of power spectral components in neighbouring frames. 
The proposed method updates the noise estimate in each frame using 
a time-frequency dependent smoothing factor computed based on the 
speech presence probability. 
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II. PROPOSED NOISE ESTIMATION METHOD 

      Let the noisy speech signal in the time domain be denoted as
                      ( ) ( ) ( )ndnxny +=                                               (1) 
where x(n) is the clean speech and d(n) is the additive noise. The 
smoothed power spectrum of noisy speech is computed using the 
following first-order recursive equation                     
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 2,1,1, kYkPkP ληληλ −+−=                            (2) 

Where ( )kP ,λ  is the smoothed power spectrum, λ  is the frame 

index, k is the frequency index, ( ) 2,kY λ  is the short-time power 

spectrum of noisy speech and η  is a smoothing constant.  
 
A. Classifying Noisy Speech into Speech    Present/Absent    
     Frames 

The power spectrum of the noisy speech is equal to the sum of the 
speech power spectrum and noise power spectrum since speech and 
the background noise are assumed to be independent. Also in any 
speech sentence there are pauses between words which do not contain 
any speech. Those frames will contain only background noise. The 
noise estimate can be updated by tracking those noise-only frames. 
To identify those frames, a simple procedure is used which calculates 
the ratio of noisy speech power spectrum to the noise power spectrum 
at three different frequency bands 
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                                   (3) 
Where D(λ, k) is the estimate of noise power spectrum for the current 
frame and LF, MF and Fs correspond to the frequency bins of 1 KHz, 
3 KHz and sampling frequency respectively. If all the three ratios 
mentioned in Eq. 3 are smaller than the threshold σ, that frame is 
concluded as a noise-only frame. Otherwise, if any one or all the 
ratios are greater than threshold that frame is considered as speech 
present frame. 
 
B. Tracking the Minimum of Noisy Speech 

For tracking the minimum of the noisy speech power spectrum 
over a fixed search window length, various methods were proposed. 
These methods were sensitive to outliers and also the noise update 
was dependent on the length of the minimum-search window. For 
tracking the minimum of the noisy speech by continuously averaging 
past spectral values [6], a different non-linear rule is used. 
             If  ( ) ( )kPkP ,,1min λλ <−   then 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )kPkPkPkP ,1,
1
1,1, minmin −−
−
−

+−= λβλ
β
γλγλ  

else 
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( ) ( )kPkP ,,min λλ =  
end  
where ( )kP ,min λ  is the local minimum of the noisy speech power 

spectrum and γ and β  are constants. The look ahead factor 

β controls the adaptation time of the local minimum.  
 
C. Speech Presence Detection 
 
  The approach taken to determine the speech presence in each 
frequency bin was similar to the method used in [4]. Let the ratio of 
noisy speech power spectrum and its local minimum be defined as 

                   ( ) ( )
( )kP

kPkS
,

,,
min λ
λλ =                                        (4)                     

This ratio is then compared with a frequency-dependent threshold, 
and if the ratio is greater than the threshold, it is taken as speech 
present frequency bin else it is taken as speech absent frequency bin. 
This is based on the principle that the power spectrum of noisy 
speech will be nearly equal to its local minimum when speech is 
absent. Hence smaller the ratio defined in Eq. 4 the higher the 
possibility that it will be a noise-only region or vice versa. This can 
be summarized as follows 
  
  If ( ) ( )kkS δλ >, , then 

                    ( ) 1, =kI λ         speech present  

  else  ( ) 0, =kI λ        speech absent  
   end 

Where δ(k) is the frequency dependent threshold whose optimal 
value is determined experimentally. ),( kI λ , is used to represent 
speech flag. Note that in [4], a fixed threshold was used in place of 
( )kδ  for all frequencies. From the above rule, the speech-presence 

probability, ( )kp ,λ  is updated using the following first-order 
recursion 

            ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )kIkpkp pp ,1,1, λαλαλ −+−=                  (5)     

Where pα  is a smoothing constant. The above recursive implicitly 

exploits the correlation for speech presence in adjacent frames.  
 
D. Calculating Frequency Dependent Smoothing  
     Constant 
 
  Using the above speech-presence probability estimate, the time–
frequency dependent smoothing factor is computed as follows [4] 
         ( ) ( ) ( )kpk dds ,1, λααλα −+==               (6) 

 Where dα  is a constant. Note that ( )ks ,λα  takes values in the 

range of  ( ) 1, ≤≤ ksd λαα  

E. Update of Noise Spectrum Estimate 

 Finally, after computing the frequency-dependent smoothing 
factor ( )ks ,λα  using Eq. (6), the noise spectrum estimate is 
updated as   

       ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) 2,,11,, kYkDkkD ss λλαλλαλ −+−=                  (7) 

where  ( )kD ,λ   is the estimate of the noise power spectrum. 
Hence, the overall algorithm can be summarized as follows. After 
classifying the frequency bins into speech present or absent, we 
update the speech-presence probability using Eq. (5) and then use this 
probability to update the time-frequency dependent smoothing factor 
in Eq. (6). Finally the noise spectrum is updated according to Eq. (7).  
 

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 The complete implementation and analysis of the proposed 
method were carried out in MATLAB. MATLAB allows offline 
implementation of signal processing based algorithms with relative 
ease in preliminary investigations without constraints of time and 
memory and use of computational power of the work station’s 
processor. This is recommended before implementing any algorithm 
on a real-time system. 
 The performance of the proposed technique was compared with 
weighted average algorithm by combining with a Wiener-type 
speech-enhancement algorithm with the following spectral gain 
function                                        

 ( ) ( )
( ) ( )kDkX

kXkG
k ,ˆ,ˆ

,ˆ
,

λμλ
λλ
+

=                                (8) 

Where ( )kC ,λ  is the estimated clean speech spectrum computed 
from the noisy speech and noise estimates as follows 
 

         ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )}{ kDkDkYkC ,,,,max, 2 λνλλλ −=             (9) 

where 001.0=ν  is a small positive number. The max operation is 
used to ensure positive values for the estimated clean speech spectra. 
The over subtraction factor kμ  is determined from the a posteriori 
segmental SNR. To evaluate the performance the following objective 
measures are considered.  

A. Degree of Noise Reduction 

 There will be a trade-off between the noise suppression and 
speech quality. The performance of the proposed system is evaluated 
by the noise reduction, )(iNR , defined as     

       ( ) ( )
( )iP
iP

iNR
out

in=                        (10) 

Where )(iPin is the background noise level in the corrupted speech 

signal and )(iPout is the noise level in the enhanced signal.  

B. Time-domain SNR Measures 

 The time-domain segmental SNR (SNR seg) measure was 
computed is given by     
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Where )(nx the input is (clean) signal, )(ˆ nx is the processed 
(enhanced) signal, N is the frame length   and M is the number of 
frames in the signal.  

To evaluate the performance, the proposed algorithm is employed 
on signals taken from NOIZEUS data corpus. Table 1 shows the 
noise reduction values in dB of proposed method and these values are 
compared with results obtained with weighted average algorithm.  
From this table it is observed that for 0 dB SNR values the 
background noise is greatly reduced using the proposed algorithm. 
Experiment values of SNRseg are given in table 2 which shows higher 
values for the present algorithm. Performance of this work is also 
evaluated in terms of spectrograms and timing waveforms. Timing 
waveforms and spectrograms of noise corrupted speech signal by car 
noise at 5 dB and enhanced speech signals with weighted average and 
proposed methods are shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 respectively. An 
examination of the result and listening tests indicates that there is 
improvement in speech quality and reduction in residual background 
noise by using the proposed noise estimation algorithm as compared 
with weighted average algorithm. 

TABLE  I 
 NOISE REDUCTION VALUES (DB) 

Type of noise and 
SNR value 

 weighted average 
method (VAD is 

used) 

 proposed 
algorithm 

Airport     0 dB 

                  5 dB 

                 10 dB 

18.25 

19.93 

22.46 

21.48 

24.09 

24.89 

Car           0 dB 

                  5 dB 

                 10 dB 

20.45 

22.73 

23.73 

23.75 

26.82 

25.63 

Train        0 dB 

                  5 dB 

                 10 dB 

19.05 

21.05 

20.95 

23.22 

27.12 

22.85 

 
IV. CONCLUSION 

This paper focussed on the issue of noise estimation for 
enhancement of noisy speech. The noise estimate was updated 
continuously in every frame using time–frequency smoothing factors 
calculated based on speech-presence probability in each frequency 
bin of the noisy speech spectrum. Unlike other methods, the update 
of local minimum was continuous over time and did not depend on 
some fixed window length. Hence the update of noise estimate was 
faster for very rapidly varying non-stationary noise environments. 
This was confirmed by experimental results that indicated 
significantly higher preference for our proposed algorithm compared 
to the other existing noise-estimation algorithms. 
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TABLE  II 
  TIME-DOMAIN SSEGMENTAL SNR VALUES (DB) 

Type of noise and 
SNR value 

 weighted average 
method (VAD is 

used) 

 proposed 
algorithm 

Airport      0 dB 

                  5 dB 

                 10 dB 

-9.01 

-5.77 

-0.41 

-5.78 

-1.60 

2.02 

Car           0 dB 

                  5 dB 

                 10 dB 

-0.91 

-0.40 

-2.94 

0.91 

1.13 

2.12 

Train         0 dB 

                  5 dB 

                 10 dB 

-8.35 

-4.61 

-3.18 

-4.23 

-0.01 

-1.12 
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Fig. 1 Timing wave forms of (a) clean speech signal (b) noise 
corrupted speech signal and enhanced speech signals with (c) 

weighted average method (d) proposed method 
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Fig. 2 Spectrograms of (a) clean speech signal     (b) noise corrupted 
speech signal and enhanced speech signals with (c) weighted average 

method (d) proposed method 
 

 


